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We have come a long way from this



What do you mean by scale? 



PLOS ONE IN NUMBERS
(2014)

32,000 publications

57,000 submissions

80,000 reviewers

6,000 Academic Editors

140,000 reviews

180,000 citations

5 million pageviews per month

450,000 authors



How did we get so big?

• Multi-disciplinary

• Online only

• Open access

• Large, independent editorial board

• Manuscripts assessed only on the rigour of the 
science, not the novelty/scope of the topic



What does our scale offer?

• Visibility

• Large contributor network

• Easy sharing

• Negative results

• Reproductions

• Hidden connections

• Breadth of knowledge



What does our scale reveal?



What does our scale reveal?
• Plagiarism

• Figure manipulation

• Fake results

• Undeclared competing interests

• Publication bias

• Statistical manipulation

• Lack of ethical approval

• Data theft

• Fake peer review

• Lack of consent



Problem 1: peer review is expected to police the 
literature
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How the editorial office can help
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• Trial registration

• Data deposition

• Reporting guidelines

• Ethical approval

• Data availability

• Competing interests

• Financial disclosures

• Permissions



What do we ask reviewers to check?

• Methods

• Techniques

• Concepts

• Statistics

• Presentation

• Conclusions

• Ethics
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Science has become more cross-
disciplinary, but reviewers have not

• Reviewers are often only qualified to comment on 
small parts of a paper

• The traditional system of 2 reviewers + 1 editor is 
rarely sufficient to evaluate an entire manuscript

• The act of reviewing has become entirely separate 
from the act of reading
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Problem 2: science has become too complicated 
for the reviewers
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Confidentiality of review

• Readers lose useful information on the validity and 
usefulness of a paper

• Confidentiality breeds negativity – reviewers find 
reasons to withhold papers from the public, not make 
them available.

• Blind review has enabled publishers to hide what goes 
on during the review process

• The scientific community is unable to assess how well 
peer review works
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What does our scale reveal about review?

• Varied levels of detail (10 words to 10 pages)

• Varied levels of expertise/ignorance

• Usually negative

• Often biased

• Sometimes offensive

• Hugely inconsistent



Problem 3: Peer review is a black box
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Is peer review broken?

• No.

• But

• It has narrowed its focus to one very specific question:

IS THIS PAPER SUITABLE TO BE PUBLISHED IN THIS 
JOURNAL? 
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A better question

IS THIS PAPER OF VALUE TO ANY PARTICULAR READER? 

• Someone reading a paper that they have identified as being relevant 
to them is usually better qualified to evaluate it than the reviewers 
were.

• Reviewer behaviour needs to change to focus on value to 
colleagues/community, not the journal.

• Readers should be the reviewers
– Reviewing the reviewer
– Collecting metadata to identify what aspects of work need review
– Expanding the scope of review beyond the usual ‘expertise’
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Amazon
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TripAdvisor
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Stack Overflow
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Reddit
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What do we need to do this?

• Technology

– Allows for interaction and sharing across the entire globe

– BUT cannot make the interaction human

• ‘Humanness’ 

– Provides validation and criticism of new discoveries

– BUT needs to be linked to the right humans
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Technology

Metadata markup (PLOS 

thesaurus, RRID, data, 

Article-level metrics (citations, 

views, Altmetrics)

Person-level metrics (ORCID, 

Research Gate, Academia.edu)

Expert input

Facilitated review (invited 

experts to seed discussion)

Community review (scientists, 

statisticians, clinicians, 

patients)

Inline commenting



How do we get there?
1. OPEN IT UP

– Access
– Data
– Peer review

2. SHARE IT EARLY
– Public review
– Community commenting
– ‘Facilitated’ review

3. CHANNEL IT
– Self-organising communities
– Content curation

4. GIVE CREDIT
– Incentivize readers to engage
– Reward good behaviour
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So that this…
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…can become this
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